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“ Compact” series luminaires C110,C110R,C110DIM
Luminaires of these series are designed to be used
in field shootings and in rooms which are not
designed for the studies where the compactness and
low weight are the key requirements as well as high
parameters of light flow.
These
requirements
were
successfully
implemented in the luminaires C110, C110R and
C110DIM of “Compact” series.
Key advantages:
* Low weight < 2 kg (with lamps included)
allows the use of lighter stands or brackets which
can be fixed on any plane (e.g. furniture, shelves,
etc.).
* Compact luminaires are convenient for
transportation.
* An even illumination can be obtained at all
directions.
* It is simple to change luminaire’s position
and this ensures quality work which can be
done in any space or position.
* Low energy demand (< 120W).

Luminaire C110
Weight: - 1.9kg (with lamps included)
Mounting: - 16mm socket.
Electric wire: - 3,5 m length with “Schuko” connector.
Power supply: - 220V 50Hz 120W
Lamps: - OSRAM STUDIOLINE 55W/ 3200
OSRAM STUDIOLINE 55W/ 5600
Two pieces included.
A reflector material VEGA95 is used in the luminaire.
C110R is a
version of
luminaire C110
with a barndoor
covered with light
reflecting material.
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C110DIM is a dimmed version of luminaire C110.
The light flow is adjusted by a potentiometer located
on the frame. The adjustment range varies from 10 to
100%.
The light flow adjustment helps solving illumination
tasks with expedition when there is no possibility to
get the light source closer or further away.

Lighting Kit
Dimensions: 590x480x140mm
Weight of the set: 12kg
Composition of the set:
1. Luminaires C110 (C110R,
C110DIM) – 3 pcs.
2. Auxiliary lamps - 6 pcs.
3. Ship case – 1pcs.
Other alternatives of the set and
dimensions of the ship case are available.

